To evaluate the local actual queueing delay in general single server queueing networks with non-correlated successive service times for the same customer, we start from a recent work using the tandem queue effect, when two successive local arrivals are not separated by "premature departures". In that case, two assumptions were made: busy periods not broken up, and there are limited variations for successive service times. These assumptions are given up after having crossed two stages. The local arrivals become indistinguishable for the sojourn time inside a given busy period. It is then proved that the local sojourn time of this tandem queue effect may be considered as the sum of two components: the first (independent of the local interarrival time) corresponding to the case where upstream, successive service times are supposed to be identical to the local service time, and the second (negligible after having crossed 2 or 3 stages) depending on local interarrival times increasing because of broken up busy periods. The consequence is the possible occurrence of the agglutination phenomenon of indistinguishable customers in the buffers (when there are limited "premature departures"), due to a stronger impact of long service times upon the local actual queueing delay, which is not consistent with the traditional concept of local traffic source only generating distinguishable customers.
Introduction
In a recent work (see Le Gall [6] ) utilizing renewal input, intermediate queues and local "first come-first served" discipline, we evaluated the local queue in single server queueing networks using the tandem queue effect as presented in Le Gall [4] . When two successive local arrivals come from the same upstream traffic stream, the local queueing delay.is strongly dependent on the upstream service time, since the local interarrival time is equal to the upstream service time in case of congestion. In that case, the sum of the upstream service time and of the local queueing delay is equal to the local sojourn time of the preceding customer (for successive service times correlated or not for the same customer). But we used two restrictive assumptions: busy periods not broken up and there are limited variations for successive service times. In that case, interferences with other traffic streams crossing upstream could be neglected. Now, when successive service times of the same customer are not correlated, we intend to give up these assumptions when customers have already crossed two stages.
It will be proved (for this tandem queue effect) that, when added to the service time of the customer initiating the busy period, the local sojourn time may be considered as the sum of two supplementary components:
The first component corresponds to the case of equivalent upstream service times being identical to the local service time, which leads to our earlier results (with the agglutination phenomenon of indistinguishable customers in the buffers), but with a lower number of equivalent upstream stages.
The second component (which is specific for a given customer and may be neglect after having crossed 2 or 3 stages) corresponds to an actual queueing delay generated by a GI/G/1 server, where interarrival times are increasing (from stage-to-stage) due to broken up busy periods, and where service times are rapidly decreasing, corresponding to the supplementary part compared with these new interarrival times.
Network behavior will appear similar to our earlier work, with a stronger impact of long service times, but with a great difference: we now suppose that successive service times (for the same customer) are not correlated. Consequently, from stage-tostage, busy periods will amalgamate more slowly. For example, in the M/M/1 case and compared with Jackson's queueing network theory, the increase in mean local queueing delay may be detected after having crossed approximately 20 stages. But in the case of different populations of packet traffics (with highly varying packet lengths), this increase may be faster, still leading (in case of a predominant traffic stream) to a strong agglutination phenomenon of indistinguishable customers in the buffers (due to the identical sojourn times inside a given busy period), which may become congested even for a slight load (when half of this load comes from the same upstream traffic stream). Markovian theories are not appropriate to evaluate congestion in buffers.
In this paper, we assume that customers only gain access to a downstream queue after completion of upstream service. We will begin evaluating the tandem queue effect. In Section 2, we define our notation and assumptions. In Section 3, we outline our earlier studies in single server tandem queues. In Section 4, we consider tandem queues with non-correlated successive service times. In Section A-(I/EYe_a), (k l,...,m + l). Fo(t) is the distribution function of the interarrival intervals. Fk(t), (k 1,..., m + 1) is the distribution function of the service time at stage k, independent of the considered customer. All successive service times (for the same customer) are mutually independent. They are also independent of the arrival process and of the service times related to other customers. At stage k, the load traffic intensity) is:
Pk AE(T) < 1. 
Case of Poisson input:
In the case of finite support for F m + l(t), we stressed the influence of the longest service time (i.e., length TN) corresponding to a load traffic intensity): PN ANTN < 1.
(16)
This influence is due to the "agglutination phenomenon" in the buffers. Due to this long service time upstream, the queue disappears downstream and customer n o does not wait downstream; rather, he initiates a busy period. In case of congestion 1-0 in relation (10), and we deduce during this busy upstream, we may write e n period:
Finally, all successive local sojourn times of the local busy period are equal to the long service time TN, with the customers becoming indistinguishable in the buffer.
Based on the increase of the busy period duration (from stage-to-stage), it follows that the busy periods tend to amalgamate with subsequent busy periods. The phenomenon is amplified when m increases, leading to a strong impact of the longest service times. We deduced the following practical approximation for expression (15), 
Equations and Rults
When successive service times (for the same customer) are non-correlated, it will appear as a supplementary local queueing delay. In that case, it is useful to introduce a relation due to Pollaczek [7] , Formula (15) for u 1,...,n and R(z) >_ O" 
n o < (),R(E )< R(z).
--1
In our case, we have R(Xl)> 0. We may apply the residue theorem at pole: ]n
For z u and u 1, n we deduce:
We let" otnn +1 Max(Tin,..., Tmn + 1).
We deduce from expression (19):
with: 0 < R(u m +1)<"" < /i(t/1)" 
In relation (5), the kernel becomes the product of two quantities:
As in expression (5), we set: z k=z(k=l,...,m+l). For 0<R(Ul)<5, where6isa positive number sufficiently low, the kernel in (5) In the case of finite support for the service time distribution T 1 and T N denote the shortest and the longest service times, respectively. To avoid significant congestion in the buffers due to the "agglutination phenomenon", Le Gall [6] 
Conclusion
Due to the relation of equivalence (11) and to Propositions 1 and 2, it was simple to refer to our recent work given in Le Gall [6] 
